щел, вы - полз Виг - ли на рас - све - те. Жи.

worm at the bot - tom of my gar - den, and

вёт он в том са - ду. Кас.

all that he can do. Кас.

кой же он страш - ный, люди твер - дят. При

come he is the most wicked, the

wig - gle all day and wig - gle all night, the

неigh bours say he's a ter - ri - ble fright. There's a

встре - че с ним от - во - дят свой взгляд. Вот чер.
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2. There's a worm at the bottom of my garden,
   And his name is Wiggley Woo.
   There's a worm at the bottom of my garden,
   And all that he can do.
   Is wiggle along and wiggle around
   And wiggle himself back under the ground.
   There's a worm at the bottom of my garden,
   And his name is Wiggley Woo.